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ABSTRACT
Am Exploration of Attributional Style uaimg 
the Descriptive Experience Sampling method
by
Nicole A. Cavenagh
Dr. Christopher L. Heavey, Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Professor o f Psychology 
University o f Ne\wla, Las Vegas
This study explored the association between cognitive style and depression.
Phase I: 195 participants convicted questionnaires that assessed cognitive style and 
psychological distress. Among these participants the e)q)ected relationships were 6)und 
between depression, anxiety, interpersonal sensitivity, attributional style, and rumination.
Phase II: Six participants selected based on their attributional style engaged in 
Descrÿtive Experience Sanyling, which entails wearing a small device that w ill beep at 
random intervals, recording their awareness at the sound o f the beep, and being 
interviewed w ithin twenty-6)ur hours o f doing so. The inner experiences revealed by 
DES did not generally show the patterns suggested by current theories o f depression.
Two individuals who appeared to be at greatest risk Ib r depression, one o f whom was in 
the low risk group based on the Phase I screening data, did show signs o f more negatively 
valenced inner experience and more thoughts consistent w ith Beck's cognitive theory o f 
depressioiL
m
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Depression is oAen referred to as the "common cold" o f mental illness. In  the 
United States alone, more than 15 m illion people each year meet the diagnostic criteria 
fo r depression (Pollack, 1998). Depression is not only a Èequently occurring problem for 
many Americans; it also plagues many o f those afOicted for a signiGcant portion o f their 
lifetim es. Depression is usually recurrent and can last 6 r a very long time (Ingram et aL, 
1999). M ajor Depressive Disorder can be characterized by hequent M ^ r  Depressive 
Episode relapse and recurrence and also, perhaps, by prolonged li6 tim e  symptomatic 
chronicity; thus. M ajor Depressive Disorder is often more sim ilar in  terms o f lifetim e 
chronicity to hypertension than to more acute episodic diseases (Judd et a l, 1998).
Thus, the analogy o f depression to the common cold perhaps trivializes the 
enormous human suf&ring that accompanies depressioiL In  addition to the psychological 
anguish o f depression and increased risk o f suicide (APA, 2000), this illness impacts 
essentially a ll 6cets o f the lives o f those afflicted, including occupation, education, 
income, and interpersonal relationships (Coryell et a l, 1993). In  terms o f occupation, 
individuals w ith depression have signiGcantly lower income and are less like ly  to achieve 
an income increase than those without depression. They have a slightly lower mean 
education level In  the realm o f interpersonal relationships, those who are depressed are 
ha lf as likely to be married while being twice as like ly  to divorce. Among those who are
1
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married, individuals who suGer hom depression are more like ly to rate the quality o f 
their relationship as poor and be dissatisGed w ith sexual activity. Even married 
individuals vho have recovered Gom depression reported lower levels o f overall 
saGs&ction and were more like ly to be sexually inactive and dissatisGed. Additionally, 
relationships w ith friends, children, and other important relatives are afkcted as are 
recreational activities and overall levels o f satisAcGon. In  sum, individuals s u f^ in g  
Gom depression report sufkring psychological distress and inqxairment involving 
spouses, sexual activity, and Giends as w ell as in  economic and educational spheres.
These types o f negative efkcts are seen even in  those w ith subsyndromal 
depression. For example, individuals w ith subsyndromal depression report sufkring 
Gom high social irrita b ility , high household strain, high Gnancial strain, restricted activity 
days due to physical illness, chronic lim itation in  physical or job functioning, and are 
like ly  to self rate then health as poor (Judd et a l, 1996). In  addition to these direct 
personal costs, subsyndromal depression is also associated w ith greater risk G)r future 
M ajor Depression (Broadhead et a l, 1990, Howarth et a l, 1992). There is now 
considerable evidence that suggests a continuity o f risk between subsyndromal and DSM- 
IV  diagnosable depression such that having some synptoms o f depression puts one at 
risk for e^qzeriencing more severe depression (Kendler and Gardner, 1998; Johnson et a l, 
1992; Judd et a l, 1997).
R ûkFbcto»
In addition to subsyndromal depression, there are several other risk Actors A r 
depression, including age, gender, and A m ily history. However, the best predictor o f
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future depression is prior depression (Ingram et aL, 1999). A t least sixty percent o f 
individuals w ith  M ajor Depressive Disorder, Single Episode w ill like ly have a second 
episode; those w ith two episodes have a seventy percent chance o f a th ird and those w ith 
three episodes have a ninety percent chance o f a A urth (APA, 2000).
Various other mental illnesses are also associated w ith an increased risk A r 
depressAn; many o f these are Aund to co-occur w ith depression Gequently. According 
to Kessler et a l (1997), only approximately twenty-seven percent o f those who sufkr 
Gom depression have "pure" liA tim e depressive orders. Pure is deGned as depression 
w ithout the presence o f any other NCS/DSM-III-R disorder or addicGve disorders. There 
does, however, seem to be some relationship betweenpnor addictive disorders and 
depression such that individuals w ith Gve to six symptoms o f M ajor DepressAn are like ly 
to have had problems w ith prA r alcohol dependence, whereas those w ith seven A  nine 
symptoms o f Major DepressAn are like ly A  have had problems w ith prA r drug 
dependence. AdditAnaUy, prior anxiety disorders are associated w ith greater risk o f both 
later M inor (Subclinical) DepressAn and M ajor Depression (Kessler, Zhao, Blazer, &  
Swartz, 1997). Finally, Gequently occurring comorbid disorders w ith M ajor Depressive 
Disorder include substance-related disorders, panA disorder, obsessive-compulsive 
disorder, anorexia nervosa, bulim ia nervosa, and borderline personality disorder (APA, 
2000).
It is noteworthy that women appear A  be twice as like ly to suGü" Gom depressAn 
as men, w ith lifetim e prevalence rates being estimated at 21.3% A r women and 12.7%
A r men (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2001). U ntil about thirteen years o f age girls and boys are
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equally like ly  to experience depression. During this period o f early adolescence the rates 
o f depression in  boys remain approximately the same or may even decrease. This is not 
the case A r girls, whose rates o f depressAn begin A  significantly mcrease.
Although the reason A r these diGerences is unclear, Nolen-Hoeksema (2001) 
o fkrs  a possAle eiglanatAn. According A  Nolen-Hoeksema (2001), women e^qierience 
a lack o f social power that causes them to be more vulnerabk than men A  speciGc major 
traumas, especially sexual abuse. These traumas may cause women A  Ael that they are 
helpless A  control their lives, which may directly contribute A  depressAn. Nolen- 
Hoeksema (2001) eqiands these stressAl liA  events A  include not only victim izatAn, 
but also chronA strains, such as poverty and being the primary caregiver A  children, and 
the gender mtensiGcat An that occurs A r females during adolescence and results m the 
narrowing o f acceptable behavAr.
Furthermore, these traumas may indirectly contribute A  depressAn by increasing 
a woman's reactivity to stress (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2001). This mcreased reactivity may be 
related A  biological reqxmses A  stress, selGconcept, or coping styles. For exanqzle, 
stressful experiences can result m sensitizatAn o f bioAgical and psychoAgical systems A  
future stress. This increases the likelihood that an individual w ill react w ith depressAn. 
Reactivity A  stress is associated w ith impaired problem solving, and can result m 
accumulât An o f new stressors. These new stressors can contribute A  more depression, 
resulting m a positive feedback Aop.
Males and Amales also diGer greatly m terms o f suAide attenqrts and 
conq)letions. Although women are three times more like ly to attendit suAide, men are
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Am  times more like ly to conçlete suicide (Pollack, 1998).
Age also plays a signiGcant role m the Gequency o f depression and suicide. 
Younger adults are more o&en depressed than older adults are; the highest rates are 
among those between 25 and 40 years o f age (Ingram et aL, 1999). The rate o f 
depression decreases among adults who are over sixty-Gve years o f %e (Ingram et aL, 
1999).
One group m particular seems A  have increasing rates o f depression. Young men 
have the most r^ id ly  increasing rate o f depression, which may be reducing the gap 
between male and Amale rates o f dqnession (Joyce et aL, 1990). This subgroup is also 
at greater risk A  complete suicide; young whiA males (ages 15-24) are Gve A  eight times 
more like ly A  complete suicide than Amales. Additionally, elderly males (age 85+) are 
ten times more like ly to complete suicide than their Amale counterparts (Pollack, 1998).
Family hisAry also appears A  play a role m the occurrence o f depression. 
According A  the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual o f Mental Disorders (4*^  edition, TR, 
APA, 2000), M ^or Depressive Disorder is 1.5 A  3 times more like ly among Grst degree 
bA Agical relatives o f individuals w ith  M ajor Depressive Disorder than among the 
general populatAn.
Cowfg Depress An
The Grst onset o f depressAn most oGen occurs between the 30s and 40s w ith GAy 
percent o f those who are depressed having the Grst onset beAre age 40. The average 
number o f episodes A r peopA who have had at least one M ajor Depressive Episode is 
estimated at Gve or six while the average length o f a M ajor Depressive Episode is
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estimated at six months A  a year (Ingram et a l, 1999). Ten A  twenty percent o f those 
w ith M ajor DepressAn have a chronA course (Ingram et a l, 1999). The concept o f a 
chronic course is supported by Judd et aL (1998) m a study that Aund that M ^or 
Depressive Disorder has proAnged chronA symptoms as evidenced by partAipants m the 
study being asymptomatA A r only 41.5% o f weeks during an average o f 8.7 years. 
Furthermore, twenty-three percent o f participants who had at least two years o f AIAw-up 
were never Gee o f depressive symptoms A r even a week (Judd et aL, 1998).
AdditAnaUy, the number o f synq)toms present appears A  be on a gradAnt w ith the 
average number o f liA tim e episodes, the average length o f the Angest episode, 30-day 
prevalence, and 12-month prevalence such that a greater number o f synçAm s A 
associated w ith a higher average number o f liA tim e episodes, a Anger average length o f 
the Angest episode, as weU as higher 30-day and 12-month prevalence rates (Kessler et 
aL1997).
q f Dépression
The DiagnostA and Statistical Manual 4*^  editAn Text RevisAn (APA, 2000) 
deGnes a M ajor Depressive Episode as Gve or more o f the A lA w ing synpAms being 
present during the same 2-week period most o f the day, nearly every day:
" Depressed Mood
" D iminished interest or pleasure maU, or almost a ll acGvities 
" SigniGcant weight loss or gain 
" Insomnia or hypersomnia 
" PsychomoAr agitaGon or retardatAn
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" fatigue or energy loss
" Feelings o f worthlessness or excessive or inappropriate guilt 
" D iminished ab ility to think or concentrate 
" Recurrent thoughts o f death or suicidal ideation 
These sympAms must indicate a change Gom previous Gmctioning, and at least one must 
be either depressed mood or Ass o f interest or pleasure. Major Depressive Disorder is 
sinp ly deGned as one major depressive episode A r the Single Episode type or two or 
more major depressive episodes A r the Recurrent type. The above criteria are currently 
used to assign a diagnosis o f depressAn.
Although the DiagnostA and Statistical Manual o f Mental Disorders (4'*' editAn, 
TR, APA 2000) deGnes one disorder as M ^or DepressAn, there may be several subtypes. 
W inokur (1997) conceptualized Major Depressive Disorder as a syndrome rather than a 
disease. A  syndrome can be deGned as a group o f signs and symptoms that occur 
Agether, but may have varAus etAAgAs. A  disease, however, has a distinct course, 
speciGc laboraAry Gndings, and a distinct epidemiology. According A  this theory, there 
are ckar data leading A  complex classiGcatAns o f illnesses that a ll end m a Gnal 
common pathway o f depression; A  staA more clearly, depressAn is etioAgically 
heterogeneous. Thus, i f  depressAn is etAAgAally heterogeneous, perhaps it  could be 
diaghosGcaUy heterogeneous as well.
JZeocGve oW  EWogenmw Depre&yAn
Reactive and endogenous depressAns are two o f the depressive subtypes 
proposed by W inokur. W inokur (1997) stated that some causes o f depressAn include 
stroke, stemA-induced depressAn, a reacGve depressAn A  a major disaster (e.g., a
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8terrorist attack), a depressAn superimposed on an ongoing and preexisting psychiatric 
illness (also called secondary depressAn), and a depressAn that originates w ithin the 
body (also called erxAgenous). More sinp ly, depressAn can be generally classiGed into 
those that occur m the context o f severe emotAnally instability, or are reactive, and those 
that are endogenous.
.dtxpAo/ Depr&ysfon
Another depressive subtype is depression w ith atypical katures. These features 
include hypersomnia, hyperphagia, prominent anxiety, and reverse diurnal mood 
variatAn (NemeroG &  Schatzberg, 1998). Individuals who have atypical depressAn tend 
A  have an earlier age o f onset and a more chronic course o f illness than those w ith non- 
atypical depression (Stewart et a i, 1993). AdditAnaUy, atypical depressAn is associated 
w ith more severe Symptom Checklist-90-R (Derogatis, 1994) scores on every subscale, 
scores that indicated more severe impairment on three o f seven Social Adjustment Self- 
R qw rt ScaA subscales (SAS-SR; Achard et a l, 1995), being younger at admissAn A r 
treatment as weU as being more symptomatic and impaired at admissAn, greater 
impairments m Gmctioning, and a more iryurAus course o f illness (AgosG &  Stewart, 
2001). Furthermore, AgosG and Stewart (2001) Aund that there were a higher 
percentage o f women than men w ith atypAal depression, and that those w ith atypical 
depressAn sufkred Gom more chronA dysphoria and a higher prevalence o f bipolar 11 
disorder. Beoazzi (2000) and Perugi et a l (1998) also Aund high rates o f bqx)lar I I  
(hypomania) disorder m those afflicted w ith atypical depressAn. FinaUy, Alper et a l 
(1997) Aund that social phobia and avoidant personality disorder were more prevalent m 
those w ith atypical depression than m those w ith non-atypical depressAn.
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Hopelessness depression is characterized by twelve core symptoms. These 
include retarded in itia tion o f voluntary responses, lack o f energy, apathy, psychomotor 
retardation, sad a fkct, suicide, brooding, sleep disturbances, difGculty in  concentration, 
and mood-exacerbated negative cognitAns. Lowered selfesteem and/or dependency are 
the Gnal sympAm, but are not always present (Abramson et a l, 1997). According A  
Abramson, A lA y, and Hogan (1997) general hopelessness and hopelessness depressAn 
result when "negative lik  events are attributed A  stable (enduring) and gAbal (like ly  A  
a fkc t many outcomes) causes and viewed as important, like ly A  lead A  other negative 
consequences or outcomes, and as inq)lying that the person is deGcient or 
unworthy"(p.250). It A lAw s that i f  hopelessness is seen as a sufBcient cause A r 
hopeAssness depressAn, then the duration o f an episode ofhopekssness depressAn 
should be impacted by how long the person has had these hopeless ezqiectatAns 
(Abramson et a l, 1997). AdditAnaUy, the number o f episodes should also be inUuenced 
by how often a person e;q)eriences hopeAssness. I t  is ingx)rtant A  note that Abramson, 
AUoy, and HOgan (1997) have indicated that hopelessness depressAn does not seem A  Gt 
perfectly w ith any currently diagnosed category o f depressAn, but rather cuts acAss 
several categories, including depressed mdividuals also aGlicted w ith a personality 
disorder (le ., borderline personality disorder) and depressed individuals w ith comorbA 
anxiety.
Dependent/SocAn-qpfc Depress An
This type o f depressAn is thought A  occur m individuals w ith great concern about 
interpersonal relat Anships. In particular, rejection or abandonment are like ly to induce
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depression because these individuals rely heavily on others A r care, pmtecdon, support, 
admiration, and validation. The synqGoms o f this subtype ÛKlûde Aeling he^Ass, 
lonely, weak, and sad (Abramson et a l, 1997). This concept was Arther supported by 
B latt (1974) as w ell as by B latt and ZuroG(1992).
This type o f depressAn is essentially a direct opposite o f Dependent/SocAtropA 
Depression. S e lf Critical/AuAnomous DepressAn is thought A  occur prim arily m 
individuals who value selfdeGnitAn, achievement o f personally deGned goals, and 
independence (Abramson et a l, 1997). According A  this theory, depressAn results from 
such tbmgs as unattained goals and poor poArmance compared A  others. B latt (see 
B latt, 1974; B latt and ZurofC 1992) expanded upon these causes and included 
e^qieriencing disfqzproval and critA ism  Gom others as possible threats A  the individual's 
selfdeGnitAn. The sympAms o f this depressive subtype are thought A  include 
unrelenting and harsh s e lf critA ism , Aelings o f inA rA rity, and gu ilt (Abramson et a l, 
1997).
Dqprcssrvc Disease and fbm i/id/ fw e  Depressive Disease
These subtypes o f depressAn Acus on the relatAnship between an individual's 
A m ily hisAry and the individual's experience o f depressAn. Depressive ^>ectrum 
disorder is deGned as "depressAn m a person who has a fam ily history o f alcoholism 
and/or antisocial personality" (W inokur, 1982; W iix)kur, 1985). AdditAnaUy, there may 
be a Guoily hisAry o f depressAn, but not mania. Fam ilial pure depressive disorder is 
considered A  be "depressAn m a person who has a 6mUy hisA ry o f prim ary depressAn 
but no 6mUy hisAry o f alcoholism, antisocial personality, or mania (W inokur &  CoryeU,
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1992). Essentially, the distinct An between these two subtypes o f depressAn rests on the 
determination o f vte tber a person has a km ily  history o f depressAn and another
mental illness (e.g., antisocial personality, alcoholism) versus having a km ily  history o f 
depressAn only.
W inokur and Coryell (1992) Aund that individuals w ith depressive spectrum 
disorder have more A m ilia l anxiety and somatization disorder, higher divorce rates, more 
suicide attempts, higher numbers o f negative liA  events, and needed more time to recover 
Gom the index episode than those w ith fam ilial pure depressive disease. Furthermore, 
those w ith d e p r^ ive  spectrum disease were more like ly A  deveAp alcohol and drug 
abuse during the Gve-year AUow-ip perAd than those w ith A m ilia l pure depressive 
disease. These data support prA r research by Zimmerman et a l (1986), viuch indicated 
that depressive spectrum disease is characterized by difGcuhAs m one's personal liA , 
w ith partAuiar difGcuhAs m the area o f marriage. W inokur (1985) also conducted prA r 
research that was siqzported by these Gndings. This research mdicated that there are 
higher kvels o f unstable personality characteristics m those w ith depressive spectrum 
disease than m those w ith fam ilia l pure depressive disease. These characteristAs 
included hAAng irrita b ility  and anxiety as w ell as interpersonal problems.
DgprcAMon and Gmgr Expencnce
Each o f these subtypes o f depressAn requires an mdividual to make a statement 
regarding what his or her inner experience is like. Asking an mdividual A  make such a 
statement is not uncommon. In  Act, this interest m inner e^qzerience is pervasive m both 
proAssional psychoAgy and everyday interactAn. For example, m everyday
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înteractAns, people Gequently ask each other questions such as "how are you?, "what 
were you thinking when... ?, "how were you ke ling  when...? . A ll o f these questions 
require people A  tap into then inner experience and share it. ProkssAnal psycho Agists 
ask sim ilar questAns, and attenqA A  e^qi Are inner experience Gather by using 
questionnaires such as the Symptom CheckUst-90-R (Derogatis, 1994) and the Beck 
Depression InvenAry-II (Beck, 1996). Both o f these mventories ask individuals A  
describe then inner experience via rating the Gequency and/or intensity o f particular 
constructs. For exanqzle, the BDI-H (Beck, 1996) requires someone A  choose one 
answer Gom the A llow ing choices: I  do not Ael sad, I Ael sad much o f the time, I  am sad 
aH the tim e, or I  am so sad and unh^)py that I  cant stand it. This quest An clearly asks an 
mdividual to make a statement about his or her inner experAnce o f sadness. The BDI-H 
contains sim ilar items regarding Aelings o f guilt, s e lf criticalness, and irrita b ility .
Deq)iA this pervasive mterest m inner experAnce, there remains important 
controversy regarding our abihty A  gain access A  innor experAnce. There are essentially 
two schools o f thought regarding inner e^qierience (Hurlburt &  Heavey, 2001). The Grst, 
that it is impossAle A  obtam inArm atAn about someone's inner experience, can be 
traced A  a debate between the Wurzburg group and Titchener (1910/1980). They 
engaged m a dispuA regarding the existence o f imagekss thought. Because this dispuA 
remained unresolved, some concluded that the method o f mtrospectAn was inherently 
flawed (Hurlburt, 1993). AdditAnaUy, a pervasive yet incorrect be lie f that Skinner 
(1974) thought that privaA events were nonexistent or unimportant perpetuated the idea 
that obtainiag inArm atAn about inner experience was either impossAle or simply not 
worth the efArL However, Skinner did not deny that it was possible A  gain access A
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inner experience provided three issues are kept in  mind (see Hurlburt &  Heavey, 2001). 
First, Skinner (1974) A lt that verbal behavior about private events (inner eiiperience) 
may be lim ited due A  the Act that it  is difGcuk A r the verbal community A  shape a 
person's speech about inner experience. Second, Skinner thought that it was impossible 
A r a person A  have conpleA access A  his or her thinking in  its entirety and, Gnally, that 
it isa  mistake A  give causal signiGcance A  mental events.
A  Gnal bAw A  the notion that we can access inner experience came A)m  Nisbett 
and W ilson (1977), vho argued that the accuracy o f subjective reports o f inner 
experience is poor. For exanple, they demonstrated that some behaviors thought by 
participants A  be caused by mental events could actually be shown A  be caused by 
external manipulation. Thus they concluded that the exploration o f inner experience was 
unlikely to yield reliable reports. Nisbett and W ilson did allow  that it might be possible 
A  gain accurate descrptions o f internal mental processes i f  one were A  interrupt a 
process as it was occurring, "alerting subjects A  pay careAl attention A  their cognitive 
processes, coaching them in  introspective procedures, and so on." (p. 246). However, 
they dismissed such a process as being "ecologically meaningless." In  Act, such a 
process can be carried out w ith substantial ecoAgical va lid ity (Hurlburt, 1997).
To review, the controversy surrounding the existence o f imageless thought, the 
common misunderstanding o f Skinna's position regarding inner experience, and the 
seminal review by Nisbett and W ilson (1977) have led skeptics A  believe that expAring 
inner experience is either impossible or useless. However, Hurlburt (1993) has argued 
that the ostensive disagreement between the Wurzburg group and Titchener was in  Act a 
disagreement at the Avel o f the interprétât An o f the observed inner experience rather
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than a disagreement regarding the actual nature o f the inner experience, and thus should 
not be understood as discrediting the introspective method in  general Furthermore, 
Skinner and Nisbet and W ilson's commentaries can be understood as pointing to 
technical lim itations and constraints related A  the explorât An o f inner experience rather 
than as mvalidatiog the method entirely. Taken Agether, these critiques can contribute A  
the deveApment o f an efkctive method A r eqxAring inner experience.
On the other side o f this debaA about the possAility o f exploring inner 
exqxerience, it  has been suggested that expAring innor exqxerience is easy. Cognitive 
therrpy is based on the idea that peopA can give adequate answers A  questAns such as 
"W iat were you thinkmg when you...?" or "how do you Ael vAen you...?" (Hurlburt &  
Heavey, 2001). This indicates a belie f that m order A  obtain inArm atAn about a person's 
inner exqxerAnce, one must sinp ly ask. However, deqxiA the A ct that cognitive therapy 
tends A  exaggeraA the ease w ith which peopk can accuraAly report inner experience, it 
does recognize the importance o f such a construct (Hurlburt, Heavey, &  Cavenagh,
2002).
Hurlburt and Heavey (2001) maintain that expAring inner exqxerience is, m Act, 
neither inpossible nor triv ia lly  easy. Furthermore, Heavey and Hurlburt (2002) go on A  
suggest Gve guidelines A r conducting a scientrGc expAratAn o f inner exqxerience. First, 
one should be skeptical o f reports o f inner exqxerknce. The questAn at hand is whether 
reports accurately m irror lived exqxerAnce. There Are, this should not be assumed. 
AdditAnaUy, this skept Aism cannot be resolved by Aelings o f certainty or conGdence 
about the inArm atAn being reported.
The second guideline suggests that the duratAn o f time between the inner
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experience and the recording o f it should be as short as possible due A  the possibility o f 
memory decay (Heavey &  Hurlburt, 2002). Keeping this interval as short as possible 
also buGers against mood shiAs, changes in  physical surroundings, and altered inner 
physio Agical states, a ll o f which potentially impact a person's ab ility to correctly recall 
inner experience.
The nexd guideline states that when expAring inner exqxerience, one should Acus 
on short moments. Because moments o f inner experience may be conpAxc, and because 
encoding may be lim ited by the time available A r rehearsing and processing, trying A  
c^xture Angthy segments o f inn»  exqxerience may surpass the person's ab ility to  A lly  
encode the details o f the exqxaience.
The Aurth guideline states that speciGc, clearly identiGed moments o f inner 
exqxerience should be expAred. AdditAnaUy, one should avoid speciGc targets, such as 
emotAns, depressAn, or insight, when expAring inner exqxerAnce. These targets 
constrain and potentially contaminate Gndings.
Finally, the GGh guideline states that inn »  exqxerience should be expAred m 
varied natural contexds. This increases exdemal valid ity, or the exdent A  vhA h results 
can be generalized A  oth» contexds, as weU as mundane realism  Mundane realism is the 
exdent A  vduch events occurring m the research setting are like ly to occur m the normal 
course o f the parGcipant's lives (Heavey &  Hurlburt, 2002).
The notAn that expAring inn »  exqxerience is easy has been influential m shaping 
the methods utilized m research on depressAn. Thus, it can be argued that the methods
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typically used to explore the experience o f depression are less rigorous than ideal due A  a 
lack o f sensitivity to the potential problems related A  developing an accurate picture o f 
inner exqxerience.
To explore the proposition that the methods used A  assess inner experience in 
depressAn research are less than sufGcient we can consider research related A  one o f the 
subtypes o f depressAn discussed above: Hopelessness Depression. This subtype o f 
depressAn was borne out o f theory and subsequently several studies have attenqxted A  
support the existence o f this subtype utiliz ing varAus methods. As is common w ithin the 
depressAn research literature, this subtype o f depressAn consists o f at least some 
synpAms that require an individual to make statements about his or her inner exqxerience.
Hopelesaxess theory, the Aundation upon which the subtype ofhopeless 
depressAn rests, states ". ..a proxdmal sufBcient cause o f the sympAms o f hopelessness 
depressAn is an expectatAn that highly desired outcomes w ill not occur or that highly 
aversive outcomes w ill ocCur and that no response m one's reperAire w ill change the 
likelihood o f occurrence o f these outcomes" (Abramson, A lA y, &  MetaWcy, 1990, p.
38). Abramson et a l (1989) noted that the common deSnitAn o f the word 
"hopelessness" reflects the core conqxonents o f the proxdmal sufGcient cause described m 
the theory. Furthermore, according A  this theory, hopeAssness is a sufScient, but not 
necessary, cause o f depression, indicating that perhaps depressAn is a heterogeneous 
disorder.
Abramson et a l (1990) deveAp the theory further by describing a possAle causal 
pathway to the symptoms o f hopelessness depression. This chain begins w ith the 
perceived occurrence o f negative liA  events or nonoccurrence o f positive liA  events.
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According to the hopelessness theory, these perceived occurrences or nonoccurrences 
lead peopA A  become hopeAss, and may lead A  hopeAssness depression. It is important 
A  note, however, that not a ll peopA who experience these perceptions, or who experience 
negative liA  events, become depressed (e.g.. Brown &  Harris, 1978; Lbyd, 1980a, b 
cited in  Abramson et a l, 1990). Akamson et a l (1990) ide n tic  a minimum o f three 
types o f inArences individuals may make that may impact whether or not they become 
hopeless, and eventually deveAp hopelessness depression. These are inArred cause or 
causal attribution about the liA  event, inArred consequences that may result Gom the 
event, and in fared characteristAs about the self based upon the event (Abramson et a l, 
1990). Should these three types o f dqxressogenic inArences be present m an individual's 
cognitAns, then that individual is like ly A  deveAp hopeAssness depressAn, which 
consists o f sympAms such as Ack o f energy, brooding, apathy, sad afAct, difGcuk m 
concentratAn, and mood-exmcerbated negative cognkAns (Abramson et a l, 1997).
Since the deveApment o f the hopeAssness theory o f depressAn, and the 
identiGcatAn o f the sympAms o f hopeAssness depressAn, there have been several 
studies that have attenpted A  empincally demonstrate the existence o f this depressive 
aibtype. A iner (2001) outlines A ur studAs that tested the relatAnship o f negative 
attributAnal style A  symptoms ofhopelessness depressAn versus endogenous 
depressAn. Negative attributAnal style is the core conponent o f the hopeAssness theory 
o f depressAn. The results o f these Gxur studAs indicated that negative attributAnal style 
A more related to hopeAssness depression than endogenous depressAn.
However, as stated above, many o f the symptoms ofhopelessness depressAn 
require an individual A  make statements about his or h »  inner exqxerience; thus, an
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approi»iate method A r assessing inner exqxerience should be used in  these studies. A ll o f 
the studies described by Joiner (2001) utilized se lf report questionnaires (i.e.
A ttributAnal Style Questionnaire - Exdended, Metalsky et aL, 1987; Beck DepressAn 
Inventory, Bede et aL, 1979; Negative L ife  Events QuestAnnaire, Saxe &  Abramson, 
1987) A  assess both the kve l ofhopelessness depressAn synqxAms as w ell as degree o f 
negative attributional style. Other studAs conducted m order A  test the hopelessness 
theory o f depressAn utilized varAus methodoAgies ranging Gom retrospective studAs A  
behavAral selfm oniA ring (A lA y, Just, &  Panzarella, 1997).
None o f these studies are G illy consistent wkh the Gve guidelines suggested above 
A r scienGGcally exqxAring inner exqxerience. For exanxple, as described above, s e lf 
report questAnnaires often ask people A  make staAments about then inner exqxerience on 
a broad AveL The Beck DepressAn Inventory (Beck et a l, 1979) asks individuals A  rate 
m terms o f Gequency and intensity sadness, guilt, s e lf criGcaAess, and irrita b ility . The 
s e lf report quesGonnaire methodoAgy essentially violates a ll Gve o f the guidelines 
suggested by Heavey and Hurlburt (2002).
The daily diary method errqxAyed by A lloy, Just, and Panzarella (1997) is better 
than the se lf report methodoAgy, but only slightly. This study utilized s e lf report 
questAnnaires (A ttributAnal Style QuesGonnaire, Seligman et a l, 1979; Beck DepressAn 
Inventory, Beck et a l, 1979) as a screerGng device A  identify an individual's attributAnal 
style and risk A r depressAri These individuals were then groiqxed into potential high- 
and Aw-risk groups based on then scores. Individuals w ith s e lf serving attributional 
scores that were cAse A  0 were selected A r the high-risk group and those w ith exctreme 
positive se lf serving scores were selected A r the Aw-risk group. AH parGcipants had A
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have a score o f GAeen or less on the Beck Depression Inventory A  be considered A r the 
next phase o f the study. The second phase o f this study mcluded a structured interview to 
Anther narrow the sanqxle A  include no one w ith a current D SM -IIl-R  Axis I disorder.
The methodological shortcomings o f this study occurred m the Anal, daily diary 
phase. The authors utilized a modiGed versAn o f the Inventoiy A r BehavAral VariatAn 
(IB V ; Depue et aL, 1981; Goplerud &  Depue, 1985). PartAipants conqxleted this daily 
diary every day A r a twenty-eight day period. The Grst part o f this task required 
partAipants to create one lis t o f positive events that happened A  them that day as w ell as 
a lis t o f negative events A r that day. Researchers used this inArm atAn A  create a A ta l 
number o f good and bad events A r each partAipant over the twenty-eight day period.
The second part o f the task required partAipants A  raA twenty d ifkren t moods, 
cognitAns, or behavArs on ten-point graduated scales that rqxresented a positive extreme 
and a negative extreme A r each. PartAipants were asked A  rate then peak level o f each 
synqxtom A r a partAuiar day, their Awest Avel o f each synqxAm A r a partAuiar day, as 
w ell as then average level o f each synqxtom on each day. The synqxtoms included the 
A lAw ing irmer exqxerience-related ApAs: energy, mood, interest A  things, optimism, 
thought processes, self-esteem/worth, selfefGcacy, world view, concentratAn, 
decAiveness, zest A r liA , irrita b ility , and sexcual mterest.
The second portAn o f the daily diary task vAlated several o f the guidelines 
speciGed A r scAntiGcally evaluating inner exqxerAnce. Most problematic was that 
partAipants were asked A  conqxlete the diary such that it reGected the exqxeriences o f an 
entire day. This Aads A  the interval between the occurrence o f an exqxerience and its 
recording as being potentially 12 hours or more and also creates the necessity A r
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participants to sum or average their experiences over long periods o f time using sonae 
unknown process. The researchers did instruct participants not A  conqxleA the diary A r 
any days that were missed as an attempt A  prevent distorted ratings. Finally, the 
moments o f inner experience that participants were asked A  rate were clearly deGned 
targets (e.g. mood, energy, eA.), which can constrain and possibly contaminate Gndings.
In  general, the lim itation o f this study is that it subscribes A  the idea that 
assessing inner experience is triv ia lly  easy. Essentially, this study states that by simply 
asking someone A  report what his or her inner experience is like, one can obtain an 
accurate conceptualization o f that individual's inner world. Furthermore, other AcArs 
not observable via this method could strongly inGuence an individual's ratings on a given 
day. Consider, A r exanqxle, that an individual oversleeps, has a Gat tire , and is Gred 
upon entering work. These AcArs wiG clearly inGuence how an individual Aels A r the 
rest o f that day, and peihaps many days aAer, but this method does not assess these 
Actors. The method used here also does not describe what an individual's experience o f 
his or her thought processes are like and this experience may lead A  orbe related A  the 
Aelings o f selfconGdence, selfeGGcacy, and optimism. Lastly, when an individual is 
asked A  consider a speciGc target o fh is  or her inner experience, several phenomena can 
occur. According A  G ilbert et aL (1998), peopk oGen overestimate the duration o f their 
Aelings aAer a speciGed event, Acus on that particular event A  the exclusion o f others, 
and are unaware o f the powerAG psychological processes that occur A  reduce negative 
aGect. The method utilized in this study does not account A r any o f these processes. 
Thus, it is clear that in  order A  obtain as accuraA a descrqxtion as possAle, a method
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must be used that attempts to account 6 r  as many o f the potential difGcukies in  m gloring 
inner mqferience, such as those described above, as possible.
Although there are many methods 6)r exploring inner experience, one in 
particular TviasclewelopNBd in amaordanœ H fbiitlie ûve guidelines described above. This 
method is Descriptive E)q)erience Sampling (DES, Hurlburt, 1990,1993). DES is a 
method designed to aid in  the e)q)loration o f inner e^qperience m the natural environment. 
Participants carry a small beeper that beeps at random intervals. When the beeper goes 
ofF particqiants attendit to freeze in  their awareness the inner experience that was ongoing 
the moment beAre the beep intemqAed them (Hurlburt, 1990,1993). The participant 
then writes notes sufGcient to recall the moment Wren later interviewed. Once the 
participant collects a predetermined number ofbeeps, be or she participates in  an 
interview session w ith an invest%ator. During this interview session, the participant 
attempts to describe his or her inner erqrerience at each cued moment. The interviewer 
asks questions to hel^  the participant erqrlain the experience to the fiiUest extent possible. 
The goal o f this interview session is to develop a high fide lity  characterization o f each 
moment o f inner experience.
Clearly, inner e)q)erience is directly implicated in  most, i f  not all, aspects o f 
depression. Thus e?q)loring inner experience using the Descriptive Experience Sampling 
Method may shed new light on the nature o f inner experience as it relates to depression. 
One interesting aspect o f depression that has been studied, but perhaps not ever in as 
accurate a manner as possible, is the relationship between cognitive style and risk 5)r 
depression In  particular, the subtype o f depression based upon Hopelessness theory 
postulates that an mdividual's attiibutional style relates to his or her risk 6 r  depression.
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such that a negative attributional style puts one at a higher risk A r developing depression. 
Two interesting questions arise horn this assertion. First, does an individual who appears 
to have a negative cognitive style based upon a self-report measure actually evince this 
cognitive style on a daily basis? Second, do individuals W io possess such a cognitive 
style develop depression at higher rates than those w ith a non-negative cognitive style? 
The present study w ill Acus on the Armer o f these two questAns.
The present study mvestigated the association between self-reported cognitive 
style, inner experience as revealed by Descrptive Eperience Sanpling, and self^ reported 
depressAn. The study mvolved two phases. In  the Erst phase, approximately 200 
university students were administered three questionnaires that assessed psychological 
symptoms and cognitive and coping styles related A  depressAn.
The Symptom Checklist-90-R (Derogatis, 1994) is a 90 item  scale that measures a 
broad range o f psycho Agical sympAmoAgy. It asks partAipants A  raA the Aequency 
w ith which they have been bothered by a variety o f psycho Agical synpAms during the 
prevAus week on a scale ranging Aom 'no t at a ll' A  'extrem ely.' The Symptom 
Checklist-90-R (Derogatis, 1994) has m ultiple subscales including a Depression 
Subscale, an Anxiety Subscale, and an Interpersonal Sensitivity Subscale. Research 
indicates that depressAn, anxiety, and interpersonal difBculties are highly comorbid 
(APA, 2000). Based ipon this research we e)q)ect that these subscales w ill be highly 
related to each other.
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Hypothesis 1.1 : There w ill be positive correlations between scores on the 
Symptom CheckIist-90-R Depression, Anxiety, and Intapersonal Sensitivity Subscales.
The A ttributional Style Questioimaire -  Extended (Metalsky et a l, 1987; 
Akamson &  Metalsky, 1986) measures an individual's cognitive style w ith regard A  
how that individual interprets various negative events. This questionnaire presents 
participants w ith a number o f n^a tive  scenarios, such as, "You take an exam and receive 
a low grade on it,"  and then asks several questAns regarding the cause, consequences, 
and future inpIicatAhs o f that event. PrevAus research indicates that having a negative 
attributAnal styA puts an individual at an increased risk & r deveAping a speciGc subtype 
o f depressAn known as hopelessness depressAn. Based ipo n  this research we oqiect 
that individuals w ith a negative attributAnal style w ill evince more symptoms o f 
depressAn.
Hypothesis 1.2: There w ill be a positive correlatAn between scores on the 
A ttribut Anal Style QuestAnnaire -  Extended and scores on the Synptom Checklist-90-R 
DepressAn Subscale.
The Response Styles QuestAnnaire (NoAn-Hoeksema, 1991) assesses an 
individual's style o f coping w ith negative Aelings. This questAnnaire asks particpants 
A  indicate how Aequently they engage m varAus coping activities when they e^qierience 
Aelings o f depression. Current research posits that a ruminative coping style is generally 
indicative o f a heightened risk A r depressAn vWiile havmg a coping styA that is 
characterized by distractAn and/or problem solving is associated w ith a decreased risk A r 
depressAn.
Hypothesis 1.3: There w ill be a positive correlation between scores on the
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Rumination subscale o f the Response Styles Questionnaire and scores on the Symptom 
Checklist-90-R DepressAn Subscale.
Hypothesis 1.4: There w ill be a negative correlatAn between the Rumination 
subscale and the Problem Solving subscale o f the Response Styles QuestAnnaire.
Hypothesis 1.5: There w ill be a negative correlatAn between the RuminatAn 
subscale and the DistractAn subscale o f the Response Styles QuestAnnaire.
In  the second phase o f the study. Descriptive Experience Sampling (DES, 
Hurlburt, 1993,1997) was used A  expAre the inner experience o f six partAipants chosen 
on the basis o f them scores on the A ttributAnal Style Questionnaire -  Extended 
(Metalsky et aL, 1987; Abramson &  Metalsky, 1986). Individuals w ith a highly negative 
attributional style as assessed by this measure were considered the high risk group while 
individuals w ith  a highly non-negative attributAnal style as assessed by this measure 
were consAered A  be the Aw  risk group.
DES partAipants were asked A  collect six samples on each o f A ur sampling days. 
PartApants were interviewed during videoAped sessions w ith the goal o f deveAping 
high-Gdelity characterizatAn o f the sampled moments o f inner experAnce.
The analysA o f the samples included coding A r Arm  o f inner experAnce u tiliz ing  
the codebook deveAped by Hurlburt and Heavey (2002). The Eve Arm s o f inner 
experience that were coded A r were hmer Speech, Images, Unsymbolized Thinking, 
Feelings, and Sensory Awareness. According to Hurlburt and Heavey (2002), Inner 
Speech A the exqxerience o f speaking words m an individual's own voAe and w ith the 
same vocal characteristAs (such as inflectAn, timbre, rate, etc.) as the person's own 
exdemal speech, but w ith no exctemal sound. Images are the experAnce o f seeing
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something that A known to be not actually present. Unsymbolized Thinking occurs vhen 
an individual A thinking some particular deGnite thought w ithout the awareness o f that 
thought's being represented in  words, images, or any other symbols. Feelings are an 
emotional experience that can include sadness, happiness, humor, anxiety, joy, Aar, 
nervousness, anger, and so on. Finally, Sensory Awareness A a sensory or perceptual 
experience that A itse lf a primary Acus or theme A r the subject. ThA can be bodily, 
such as an itch, hotness, coldness, pain, pressure, and so on, or extonal, such as smelling 
gasoline or noticing the coAr o fa  Gower.
Each individual's hmer experience was also examined ideographicaHy m an 
attenpt to ide n tic  any additAnal characteristAs that were salient. Finally, each 
m dividual's inner experience was exramined w ith respect A  current theories regarding the 
cognitive and emotAnal elements o f depressAn. The Grst example o f such a theory 
regarding the nature o f inner experAnce o f depression A the "Negative Cognitive TrAd," 
whAh A defmed as an overly pessimistA view o f oneself one's world, and one' Ature 
(Beck, 1979). Negative A ttributional Style A related to an individual's cognitive style. 
There are essentially three types o f inArences a person can make when conAonted w ith a 
negative shuatAn; these are causal attributions, inferred consequences, and inferred 
characteristics about the se lf Depressive symptoms are like ly A  occur when an 
m dividual's attributAnal style causes them A  attrAute negative liA  events A  stable 
(like ly to persist over time) and gAbal (like ly  A  aSect many areas o fliA ) causes and A  
view them as important, when negative events are viewed as like ly  to lead A  other 
negative consequences, and when such events are construed as inp ly in g  that the person A 
deScient and unworthy. When an individual's causal attributAn(s) A r a negative event
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are global, stable, and internal, depressive symptoms are more like ly (Abramson et a l, 
1990). Rumination A a cognitive process that A a method o f coping w ith  negative mood 
that involves s e lf focused attention that A characterized by s e lf redectAn as w ell as a 
repetitive and passive focus on one's negative emotAhs (Nolen-Hoeksema, 2001).
Lastly, Valence A simply whether an event can be construed as being negative or positive 
(Waschbusch, Sellers, LeBlanc, &  Kelley, 2003). An expAratory qualitative analysA o f 
the sampling data was conducted using these concepts o f Negative CAgnitive Triad, 
A ttributAnal Style, RuminatAn, and Valence m order A  determine what, i f  any, 
diSerences exist between the high- and Aw -risk groups on these constructs.
HypotbesA H. 1 : IndividuaA having higher scores on the A ttributAnal Style 
Questionnaire — Extended w ill be more like ly to demonstrate evidence ofNegative 
Cognitive Triad in  their samples.
HypotbesA II.2 : IndividuaA having higher scores on the A ttributional Style 
QuestAnnaire -  Extended w ill be more like ly  to demonstrate evidence ofNegative 
A ttributAnal Style m their samples.
HypotbesA II.3  : IndividuaA having higher scores on the A ttributAnal Style 
QuestAnnaire -  Extended w ill be more like ly A  demonstraA evidence o f RuminatAn m 
their samples.
HypotbesA H.4: IndividuaA having higher scores on the A ttributAnal Style 
QuestAnnaire -  Extended wiH be more like ly A  demonstraA evidence ofNegative 
Valence m their samples.




Undergraduate student volunteers (N = 195) 6om various psychobgy courses 
completed three questionnaires designed A  assess their cognitive styA, synpAms o f 
depressAn, and several related constructs m a screening process. A ll participants 
received research partAipatAn credit A r their class ipon  completAn o f the 
questAnnaires. The sample conprised 116 Amales and 79 males w ith a mean age o f 
19.74 years (SD = 2.6). PartAipants had an average o f 1.58 years o f college (SD = .88). 
The sample was prim arily Caucasian (52%), Allowed by Asian (14%), H ipanic (11%), 
and AAicam American (6%). The remaining 17% o f the sanpA reported an ethnicity o f 
"O ther" or did not provide inArm atAn on their ethnAity. The mrqority ofthe sample 
was single (92%), ten individuals were married (5%), and A ur reported "O ther" A r 
marital status (2%). Lastly, 65% o f the sample was enpAyed w ith an average number o f 
hours worked per week o f 28 (SD = 12.0). One mdividual m the sample did not report 
age, year m school, race, marital status, or enpAyment status.
A  sub-sample (N  = 6) was selected Aom the larger g ro ip  based upon 
AttributAnal Style Questionnaire -  Extended scores that indicated either a highly 
negative or nonnegative cognitive style. The data Aom the 195 particpants was divided
27
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negative or nonnegative cognitive style. The data Aom the 195 participants was divided 
into quartiles, w ith the Grst (highest scoring) qnartile haviip  49 participants, the second 
quartile having 48 participants, the third qnartüe having 49 participants, and the A urth 
(lowest scoring quartile) having 49 participants. Three individuals Aom each o f the Ap 
and botAm quartiles o f scores were selected A  participate in the second phase o f the 
study; the most extreme male and Amale Aom the Arst and A urth quartile were 
eliminated Aom the selection process. The selection process entailed starting w ith the 
second most extreme scorer Aom the Arst and A urth quartile and checking that 
m dividual's response A  an item m the screening packet that asked whether or not they 
would be potentially interested in parAcpating in  Anther research I f  that mdividual 
responded "yes" A  this question, then he or she was called A  explain that he or she had 
been selected A  particpaA mthe second phase ofthe study. The individual was then 
mvited m A  have the nexct phase o f the study explained and A  begin Descriptive 
Exqxerience Sanpling. Due A  the Acts that some individuals marked "no" on the item 
regarding Anther research participation, some individuals declined A  participate when 
called, and some individuals did not return several messages, the parAcipants m the study 
were not necessarily the three most exdreme scorers m their quartile. From the Arst 
quartile, the participants ranked as A llow s: 5"^  most severe, 12* most severe, and 20* 
most severe. From the A urth quartile, the participants ranked as A llow s: 4* least severe, 
13* least severe, and 30* least severe. Although sex was not speciAcaUy used as an 
mclusAn or exclusion criteria, the selection process was conducted A  ensure that each 
group had at least one member Aom each sexL This did result m some participants who 
had more severe scores bemg excluded Aom Phase II  ofthe study. A ll participation was
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voluntary, w ith participants being able A  remove themselves Aom the study at any time. 
The six individuals chosen A  participaA in  the study were conpensated $10 per sampling 
interview session in  which they participated.
AArfermk and
The A ttributional Style Questionnaire -  Extended (Metalsky et aL, 1987; 
Abramson &  Metalsky, 1986) was used as part o f an in itia l screening battery. There are 
twelve scenarios on this measure that describe various negative events, each w ith the 
same set o f seven sub-questions that assess the charactaistics described above as risk 
Actors A r hopelessness depressAn. Each sub-question is rated on a seven point scale. 
The anchors A r each o f the seven point scales varies Aom question A  questAn, but 
generally mvolve such concepts as an internal versus external locus o f control and 
gAbalizatAn o f situatAns. This measure assesses an individual's attributAnal style as 
being more or less negative based upon the degree o f intem ality, stability, globality, 
perceived consequences, perceptAns about the self, and perceived inportance. A ll o f 
these characteristics are considered A  be risk Actors A r hopelessness depression.
The Response Styles QuestAnnaire (Nolen-Hoeksema, 1991) was also used as 
part o f the in itia l screening battery. This 70 item checklist assesses behavArs and 
thoughts that individuals engage m when Aeling depressed. The checklist asks 
respondents A  œdorse iAms as occurring "Alm ost Never," "Sometimes," "OAen," and 
"Ahnost Always" when they are Aeling dqxressed. This measure has A ur subscales.
The Ruminative Coping Subscale addresses the extent A  which an individual engages m
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coping w ith a negative mood through s e lf Acused attention that is characterized by se lf 
reGection and a passive, repetitive Acus on the negative emotAns being experienced 
(Nolen-Hoeksema, 2001). Items on this subscale include such behaviors as thinking 
about bow alone you Ael, thinking about your Aelings o f Atigue ^  achiness, and 
thinking about how hard it is A  concentrate. The Distraction Subscale assesses the 
degree A  which an individual engages m behaviors A  distract them Aom their negative 
mood. Sanple iAms Aom this scale include watching TV A  distract yourself going to a 
Avorite place to get your mind o ff your Aelings, and doing something that has made you 
A el better in  the pasL The Problem Solving Subscale includes iAms mvolving the degree 
A  which an individual attenpts A  problem solve m order A  cope w ith their negative 
mood. The items on this scale include trying to Gnd something positive m the situation 
or something you learned, reminding yourself that these Aelings w on't last, and talking it 
out w ith someone Wxose opinions you respect (Le., Aiend, Amüy, clergy). The Anal 
subscale o f this measuA is the Dangerous A ctivities Subscale. This scale measures how 
oAen an individual copes w ith a negative mood through participating in  dangerous 
activities, such as taking recreational drugs or drinking alcohol, doing something reckless 
or dangaxxus, and deliberately doing something to make yourself A el worse.
The SCL-90-R (Derogatis, 1994) was administered in  Phase I. This checklist 
consists o f 90 synptoms. Participants raA each sympAm w ith regard A  the amount o f 
distress it caused A r them over the past seven days on a scale o f "N ot at a ll" (0) A  
"Exctremely" (4). The scale includes three global distress indices (global severity indexe, 
positive synptom distress indexe, and positive sympAm A ta l) as weG as nine scales
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assessing constructs such as depression, anxiety, hostility, and obsessive-compulsive.
T k  depression subscale consists o f thirteen items that address a range o f symptoms o f 
clinical depression, such as Aeling blue, Aeling lonely, and Aeling worthless.
Particpants in  Phase I I  ofthe study were given a portahk shirt-pocket-sized 
beeper A r Descriptive Experience Sampling. This beeper emits a 700-Hz beep at random 
intervals w ith a mean length o f th irty  minutes and a maximum length o f sixty minutes. 
Particpants were also given an earphone that connects A  the beeper. This allowed 
participants A  put the beeper m a pocket and run the earphone cord under a shirt m order 
A  make the fpparatus as unobtrusive as possible. Particpants were shown bow A  turn 
the beeper on and o ff adjust the volume, and reset the beeper by pressing a butAn. 
Particpants were given a small notebook A r recording notes about their inner exqxerience 
at each beep.
Procédure
Prior A  collecting data, approval A  use human subjects was obtained Axm the 
UNLV Social Behavioral Sciences Institutional Review Board was obtained on 
December 12,2002. Participants m Phase One completed the screening battery, an 
inArmed consent Arm , provided contact inArm ation, and mdicated w h e tl^  they were 
potentially w illin g  to participaA m Arther research.
Based upon the results o f the in itia l screening battery, speciGcally scores on the 
Attributional Style Questionnaire -  Expended, six individuals were selected to participaA 
in Phase II ofthe study, which mvolved participation in  Descriptive Exqxerience 
Sanpling. The three individuals selected w ith a high score on this measure were
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considered A  be the high-risk group while the three individuals w ith a low score on this 
measure were considered A  be the low-risk group. These individuals each participated in 
an in itia l interview where DES was explained. Additionally, the participants were 
instructed regarding the operation o f the beeper. Participants were asked A  wear the 
beeper during a time o f their choosing un til six samples o f inner experience were 
collected. Particpants were asked to Acus on the moment just beAre the beqp occurred. 
It was explained that this is the period o f interest, and tbereAre, participants need not 
report inArm ation regarding inner experience prio r A  or a&er this period. Particpants 
were asked A  record notes m the provided notebook so that they could recall the moment 
later. No A rther instructions about how the notes should be taken were given.
A fter the procedures were fu lly  explained and any questions answered, each 
participant conpleted a A rm  that indicated his or her consent A  participaA m the 
Descrptive Exqxerience Sanpling process. It was explained A  the participants that they 
could withdraw Aom the study at any time. Furthermore, i f  them were any moments o f 
inner exqxerience that the participant did not wish A  share, he or she was instructed A  
sinp ly state that he or she did not \wmt A  discAse this inArm ation.
Interview sessions were conducted no more than 24 hours aAer the sampling 
sessAn. These lasted approxdmaAly one hour. The goal A r these interview sessions was 
A  obtain as clear an understanding as possible o f the hmer exqxerience o f the individual at 
the time o f the beeps. Each particpant was conpensated $10 per sanpling interview. 
Each participant was asked A  engage m A ur interview sessions, the A st o f wAch was 
considered a training session and was not utilized as data.
AAer each interview session, descriptions o f each beep were w ritten and
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coded A r type o f inner experience based upon the codebook developed by Hur A urt and 
Heavey. This portion o f the stu(^ was highly exploratory m nature, and there were no 
hypotheses regarding the Arm  o f inner experience. This coding was done based upon 
previous research that indicated that individuals evidencing d ifkrent external behaviors 
oAen (ppear A  have different Arms o f internal experience (HurAurt, 1993). Each beep 
was also coded A r evidence o f negative cognitive triad, negative attributional style, 
negative valence, and rumination. A ll coding was done by consensus between the author 
and the thesis supervisor w ith each sanple being compared A  the A llow ing deGnitions o f 
the A rm  o f inner experience (Hurlburt &  Heavey, 2002):
# Inner Speech: The experience ofspeaking words man individual's own voice 
and w ith the same vocal characteristics (such as inflection, timbre, rate, eA.) 
as the person's own exdemal qxeech, but w ith no exdemal sound.
e Images: The experience o f seeing something that is known A  be not actually 
present.
# Unsymbolized Thinking: Thinking some particular deGnite thought w ithout 
the awareness o f that thought's being represented m words, images, or any 
other synAols.
* Feelings: An emotional experience that can include sadness, happmess, 
humor, anxdety, joy, Aar, nervousness, anger, and so on.
* Sensory Awareness: A  sensory or perceptual experience that is itse lf a 
primary Acus or theme A r the subject. This can be bodily, such as an itch, 
hotness, coldness, pain, pressure, and so on, or exdemal, such as smelling 
gasoline or noticing the color o fa  Gower.
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Additionally, each moment o f experience was also coded A r the presence o f absence 
o f the A llow ing constructs identiGed by depession researchers:
*  NegaGve Cognitive Triad: An overly pessimistic view o f oneself one's 
world, and one' Giture (B w k, 1979).
e Negative A ttributional Style: When an individual's causal attrAution(s) A r a 
negative event are global, stable, and internal, depressive sympAms are more 
like ly  (Abramson et a l, 1990).
e Rumination: Self-Acused attention that is characterized by self-reGection as 
weG as a repetitive and passive Acus on one's negative emotAns (Nokn- 
Hoeksema, 2001).
# NegaGve Valence: A  thought or emoGon that has a negative tone. 
(Waschbusch, SeGers, LeBlanc, &  KeGey, 2003).
Anytime there was not a consensus, the beep was coded as not representing the 
construct m question (e.g., negative attributAnal styk, eA.). Disagreements occurred 
3.8% o f the Gme m the category o f negaGve cogniGve triad and 1.9% ofthe time m 
the category o f negative attrAuGonal style. This translates A  A ur samples and two 
samples out o f 105, respecGvely. AG inteview  sessAns were videotaped. The 
inArm atAn obtained was then subjected A  both qualitative and quantitaGve 
analyses. The names used throughout this paper A  describe the partAipants m Phase 
n  ofthe study are GcGonal
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RESULTS
To evahiaA the Grst hypothesis, that there would be positive correlatAns between 
scores on the SCL-90-R Depression, Anxiety, and Interpersonal Sensitivity Subscales 
(Derogatis, 1994), Pearson correlations were conducted between the scores on each o f 
these subscales. As expected there were strong, signiGcant correlations between each o f 
these subscales. The correlation between the DqxressAn and Anxdety Subscales was r  = 
.83, p  < .01, between the Depression and Interpersonal Sensitivity Subscales was r  = .81, 
p  < .01, and between the Anxdety and Interpersonal Sensitivity Subscale was r  = .74, p  
<.01.
The second hypothesis was that there would be a signiGcant positive correlatAn 
between scores on the DepressAn Subscale ofthe SCL-90-R and scores on the ASQ-E. 
This hypothesis was supported, r  = .50, p  < .01.
Hypothesis I.T  stated that there would be a signiGcant, positive correlatAn 
between the RuminatAn Subscale o f the RSQ and the De^nessAn Subscale o f the SCL- 
90-R. Support A r this hypothesis was Aund m that the correlatAn between these two 
subscales was .71, p  <01.
Hypothesis 1.4 stated that a s%niGcant negative correlatAn woidd be Aund
35
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between the RuminatAn Subscale and the Probkm Solving Subscale o f t k  RSQ. This 
hypothesis was not supported by the data, r  = .09, ns.
Hypothesis 1.5 stated that there would be a significant negative correlation 
between the RuminatAn Subscale and the DistractAn Subscale o f the RSQ. This 
hypothesis was not supported, r  = .13, ns.
The hypotheses A r Phase Two ofthe study were evaluated through data collected 
via Descrqxtive Experience Sampling. Given the small sample size m Phase II  and 
exploratory nature o f these hypotheses, signiGcance testing was not used A  evaluate 
these hypotheses. The Grst lypothesis A r Phase Two o f the study stated that individuals 
w ith higher scores on the ASQ-E would be more like ly A  demonstrate evidence o f 
negative cogniGve triad. The evidence A  support this hypothesis was weak at best. One 
mdividual m the high-risk group provided exrarrples o f negative cogniGve triad m his 
irmer experience 33% ofthe Gme and one individual m the Aw -risk group provided 
excamples o f negative cognitive triad m her inner exqxenence 11% o f the time. None o f 
the other individuals who paiGcipated m Descrptive Experience Sanpling had any 
excanple o f negative cogniGve triad m their irmer experAnce. A  summary o f the results 
A r a ll Phase II  hypotheses can be Aund m Table 1.
Hypothesis II.2  stated that individuals having higher scores on the ASQ-E would 
have more evidence o f a negative attributAnal style m their captured moments o f inner 
expenence. The only excanple o f negaGve attributAnal style was Aund m the high-risk 
group w ith one individual showing evidence o f a negative aAii^ .4ional style m 5% o f the 
sanples
Hypothesis II.3  stated that individuals m the high-risk group would be more like ly
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to demonstrate evidence o f ruminât An than individuals m the low-risk group. As there 
were no samples that were judged as reflecting ruminatAn, no support was Aund A r this 
hypothesis. The Gnal hypothesis o f Phase Two o f the study stated that individuals w ith 
higher scores on the ASQ-E would more Gequently have inner exqxenence w ith a 
negative valence. The data provided mixed evidence A r this hypothesis. There was 
evidence o f negative valence m both the high- and low -risk groups, and the Aequency o f 
negative valence was also very spread out among and between the groups. The high-risk 
group had individuals w ^  exqxerienced negative valence 61%, 22%, and 17% ofthe time 
while the Aw  risk gro ip had individuals who exqxerienced negative valence 39%, 22%, 
and 13% o f the time. The average exqxerience o f negative vaAnce m the higb-rhk group 
was 33.3% (SD = 24.1) and mthe low -risk g ro ip  was 24.7% (SD = 13.2). A  one-sanple 
t-test revealed no signiGcant differences between the two groups w ith regard A  Aequency 
o f negative valence, r = 2.4, ns.
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Jerry Freddy Laura Erin Jonathan Monica
ASQ-E (z- 
score)
146 1.29 1.08 -1.1 -1.5 -.76
SCL-90-R(z-
score)
-.11 -1.1 -.43 -.Ijx -.79 -1.1
Neg. Cog. 
Triad
33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 11%
Neg.
AttributAns
5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
RuminatAn 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Neg. Valence 61% 17% 22% 22% 13% 39%
Form o f 
Experience
Inner Speech 55% 11% 33% 61% 0% 11%







0% 22% 6% 6% 67% 33%
Feeling 39% 28% 17% 17% 27% 28%
Sensory
Awareness
33% 22% 0% 0% 7% 22%
An idiographic descrption o f each individual was w ritten based upon their scores 
on the screening battery assessments, their individual moments o f inner experience, and 
on the experimenters' clinical impressAns. The idiographic descriptAns A lA w . The 
relative Aequency o f the Ave most common Arms o f inner exqxerience as weU as the 
occurrence o f the depressAn related constructs A r each o f the Phase II partAipants can 
be seen m Table 1.
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Jgrry -  HzgA-Rüt Grozp
Jerry's score on the Symptom Checklist 90-R GAbal Severity Index was 71 (z = - 
.11). His score on the ASQ-E was 392 (z=  1.86). Based upon these scores, Jerry AG 
into the high risk category A r this study. His scores were the GAh most severe o f aG 
partApants; he was the second highest scoring male.
Based upon 18 moments o f inner experience captured through Descrptive 
Experience Sanpling, it ppeared that much o f Jerry's experience had a negative Ane. 
Many o f his beeps revealed an overaG sense o f being down or angry. M ultiple beeps 
revealed a negative view o f him self as weG as otha-s around him. For exanple, m one 
beep Jerry was cleaning ip  after a party at his Gntemity house w ith two Giends. He was 
angry that no one else was there A  he^ ou t The content o fth is  beep was inner peech, 
i^ c h  was "why is it always just me." This beep was consistent w ith the idea that Jerry 
tends A  be critical o f others. An excanple o f Jerry's se lfcrrtica l style could be Aund m a 
beep that occurred as he was leaving one o fh is classes. He had received an excam back 
and was not happy w ith his grade. The A rm  o fth is  beep was him saying out Aud "what 
am I doing wrong." He also had a general sense o f being angry and a sense that i f  there 
had been something around A r him to h it he would have done so.
The selTcritical beep described above could also be indicative o f an internal, 
somewhat gAbal negative attributAnal style. There was no evidence o f rumination. As 
A r as Arm , he was experiencing either internal or exdemal speech m near^ every 
moment o f inner experience. Jerry reported experiencmg Inner Speech during 55% o f the 
beeps and exdemal speech during 28% ofthe beeps. Jerry also experienced Sensory
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Awareness vnth a relatively high Gequency o f 33%. He experienced Images 11% o f the 
time. Jerry experienced Feelings w ith a Geqnency o f 39%, and when he had a Aeling it 
was generally a negative Aeling, most Geqnently anger. In  Act, many o f the moments 
c^tu red seemed to indicate an overall negative exqxerience, w ith 61% o f Jerry's moments 
o f inner exqxerience having a negative valence. Also, 33% o f Jerry's beeps provided 
evidence o f a negative cognitive triad.
AAer the sanpling was completed, we had a b rie f discussion w ith Jerry regarding 
his impressions o f him self and his exqxerience w ith sanpling. He described him self as a 
selfless individual who cares very much about other people's thoughts as weG as their 
exqxeriences. He stated that be tries to make people like him  and is generaGy cheerAG 
when w ith others. However, he Allowed this up by saying that he is unlikely to initiate a 
conversation w ith someone. He expressed that he is very cAse A  his A m ily and that his 
Amüy is very important A  him. Jerry indicated that he is often more down and moody 
when he is aAne, and that he is aware o f the Act that he tends A  be se lfc ritica l As A r 
as his exqxenence w ith sampling, Jerry A lt conGdent regarding the accuracy o fh is 
reports.
fredcfy -  JlfgA-Riyk Grozp
Freddy was perhaps one o f the most interesting partAipants m this study. His 
score on the Symptom Checklist 90-R was 19 (z = -1.1), wbAh is quiA  Aw. His score on 
the ASQ-E was 357 (z = 1.29). Freddy's scores on the latter three measures placed him 
into the high risk group A r this study. He was the A urth highest scoring male o f aG 
participants.
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Despite Freddy's placement into the high risk groip by these measures, his 
cultured moments o f inner experience revealed a very difA rent picture. While a Aw 
moments o f inner experience contained evidence o f negative valence (17%), the events 
that preceded these moments were events that seem A  Agically lead to a more negative 
thinking style. For example, one beep caught Freddy thinking about having to cancel two 
trp s due to his starting a new job earlier than he had expected. A t this moment be A lt 
annoyed and angry. He was also thinking o f vhat he needed to do A  cancel these plans 
and that his Giends m ight think badly o fh im  when he A id  them the news. This moment 
clearly had a negative valence. However, the preceding event, Gnding out he had A  
cancel to trps, was also negative and could reasonably result in  this style o f thinking. 
Another beep also caught him thinking about this same situatAn as he was e-mailing 
Giends about the cancellat An. This beep also contained evidence o f negative valence. 
Again, when the preceding event is considered, this response semns reasonable.
The bulk ofFreddy's cptured moments o f inner experience were varied as A r as 
content. Many o f them caught him engaghp; m everyday liA  activities or having varAus 
thought processes. For example, one beep caught him doing a search on the conputer A  
Gnd out when two musicians were going A  be coming A  Awn while another beep caught 
him pondering vAether he should pursue a romande relatAnshp w ith an older woman 
Giend o fh is and yet another caught him starhp at a poster o f the E i% l Tower while on 
the phone m his bedroom. W ith regard A  Arm , Freddy experienced Images and Sensory 
Awareness most Gequently, w ith both occurring 33% o f the time. This was A lAw ed by 
Feelings and Unsymbolized Thinking, which both occurred 28% o f the time. Freddy 
experienced Inner Speech w ith the Awest Gequency (11%) and had one instance o f inner
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bearing Three ofFreddy's beeps had evidence o f negative valence (17%). There was no 
evidence o f rumination, negative cognitive triad, or negative attributional style.
During a b rie f conversation w ith Freddy after sampling was competed be stated 
that the exqxerience o f participating in  sampling was OK. He Aund that he now thinks 
more about vhat other think about as weU as thinking about him self more. He Aund it A  
be a learning exqxerience and indicated that he was "bruta lly" honest about vhat was 
going bn at the moment o f each beep. He was surprised A  Gnd out that he was in  the 
high risk category as he does not feel that he is a negative thinker. He A lt that he is 
optim istic yet realistic and takes responsibility A r his actions. He also stated that he is 
careGil o f and aware o f negative things so be can avoid them. AAer considering his 
answers A  the open ended questions on the ASQ-E, his high score on that measure may 
be a misrepresentation and simply an indication o f how seriously he takes his 
responsAilities m HA. Overall, m talking A  Freddy, he did not come across as someone 
who is at a high risk A r deveAping depressioiL He seemed like someone who takes 
things in  liA  seriously when they ought A  be, but also is able to relax and enjoy many 
difA rent acGvities.
Zanrn." MgA-JUsk Gronp
Laura, like  Freddy, did not seem A  quiA Gt a high-risk proGle despiA her scores 
on the screening measures. Her score on the SCL-90-R was 54 (z = -.43), vhich was 
relatively Aw. It was her scores on the ASQ-E that resulted m her resulted m her 
placement into the high-risk group. Her score on the ASQ-E was 344 (z = 1.08). Laura 
was the thirteenth highest scoring female o f a ll participants.
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Although Laura was placed in  t k  high-risk group due A  her scores on the ASQ- 
E, she did not have any exanples o f negative cognitive triad, negative attributAnal style, 
or rum ination m her sanples. Laura did, however, experience negative valence m 22% 
ofher captured moments o f inner experAnce. Some examples ofLaura's inner 
exqxerience that was characterized by negative valence included an instance where she 
was f h i n k i n g  about buying books A r school She had driven past a booksAre and was 
seeing m her head the words 'must buy books' m red, glowing letters on a black 
background. She concqxtuaHzed this as a negative moment because she hates buying 
books. Further exanples o f negative valence were Aund m Laura's interactions w ith 
others. Two beeps caught her Aeling Gustrated w ith  her boyGiend, one m response A  
something he said that she perceived as stupid and the other m reqxonse A  his not being 
able A  get the car door open w ith a hanger after the keys bad been locked inside. In  both 
o f these instaixxes, s k  was having an inner speech exqxerience o f saymg "aargh" m her 
head just as i f  it had been said out Aud. In  both cases this sound was the maniAstatAn o f 
the irrita tA n  and GustratAn that she was Aeling. Sim ilar to Freddy, some o f these 
moments were preceded by a negative event, such as Acking the keys m the car, vdnch 
suggests that these were normal reactAns A  events that would typically be categorized as 
Gustrating.
The remainder o f Laura's beeps were varied w ith regard A  content. Many o f 
them mvolved everyday interactAns w ith Giends. For exanple, one beep caught her out 
w ith some Giends, laughing, and a Giend had said that she sounded like a cartoon 
character. A t this moment, Laura was having an image o f the particular cartoon 
character, which made her laugh even more. Other beeps mcAded Laura reading about
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an expensive necklace in  a magazine and wondering vhetber people actually buy such 
hems, Aoking at a poster at her work and wondering i f  the celehrity depicted hates her 
feet because they never seem to be shown in  photographs, and listening to the band 
warming up at her work vh ile  having an image o f a portion ofthe show that coincides 
w ith the particular song they were playing.
Lama experienced Inner Speech 33% o f the time, Unsyihbolized Thinking 6% o f 
the time, and Feelings 17% o f the time. She had no examples o f Sensory Awareness. 
Perhaps Laura's most interesting Arm  o f inner experience was the Gequency o f Images 
o f words. She exqxmienced some Arm  o f mental image 61% ofthe time, and o f that 61% 
she exqxerienced visualizations o f speciGc words 17% ofthe time. She was the only 
individual m the study to exqxerience this phenomenon.
In  talking w ith Laura after the interview process was completed, she discAsed 
that she was surprised to be m the high-risk groiqx. She stated that she would never 
consider herself to be a negative thinker and would describe herself as someone who is 
upbeat, rarely mad, and "sm iley." Laura did m A ct present as someone who is generally 
cheerful, although perhaps easily Gustrated by the actAns o f others. Despite that quality 
Laura did not seem A  Gt the proGle o f someone who would be at a high risk A r 
deveAping depressAiL When the actual process o f particqxating m the study was 
discussed, Laura did discAse that she A lt negative after conqxleting the screening 
questAnnaires due A  the Acus on negaGve events. AdditAnally, Laura Aund the 
sampling difGcult A  do at Grst because she A lt that she was not generally so detailed m 
considering her inner exqxenence and she A lt that the process was unnatural However,
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she did state that the sampling was A n A r her because it increased her awareness o f 
herself
Enn." Zmv-Rtrt Gronp
Erin's score on the SynqxAm Checklist 90-R Global Severity Index was 69 (z = - 
.15). Her score on the ASQ-E was 210 (z = -1.1). Based upon these scores, Erin AG inA  
the Aw  risk category A r this study. She was the third Awest scoring Amale o f aG 
participants.
The eighteen moments o f inner experience that were considered indicated that 
E rin's exqxerience is varied as A r as Ane. Some ofher moments had a negative tone, but 
many simply had a neutral, "mundane tasks o f liA "  Ane. For excanqxle, one o fE rin 's  
beeps that had a negative Ane involved her sitting m her sister's room talking about her 
day. EarGer m the day E rin had had an encounter w ith  a neighbor and was teGing her 
sister about it. A t the moment ofthe beep, she was saying "That guy is just so nosy" out 
Aud and m a more A rceA l tone than she would normally use. She also stated that she 
was physically Aeling Gustrated by the encounter w ith  the neighbor and that this 
GustratAn was maniAsted by her A rceA l tone o f voice. AnoAer moment that had a 
somewhat negative Ane mvolved Erin having an image o f herself and some Giends 
preparing A  go out A  Anch. There had been some difGcuhy determining which car 
everyoiK should go in, and Erin thought that this was aggravating and dumb.
Most o fE rin 's  other captured moments o f inner exqxerience mvolved daGy liA  
tasks. For extanqxle, one beep caught her driving A  school, listening A  the radio, and 
Aoking at a vehicle m the lane nexd A  her. She was waAhing this vehicle and saying A
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her getting ready for scbooL A t this time she was walking into the baAroom and saying 
to herself in  her IxsadL, "(j(MKa]}ut<)nm)r make-iqi." Mult%)le beeps caught her 
participating in  some act o f studying for exams. There are many more examples o f these 
types o f moments; in  A ct, most o f E rin's beeps captured mqieriences like these. Thus, it 
seems that most o f E rin's e)q)erience is o f a A irly  even keel and mostly mvolves 
participation m the daily liA  tasks most o f us engage in.
It is interesting to congiare E rin 's negative moments to Jerry's. Many o f Jerry's 
beeps included content that was critical o f both se lf and others. This is not particularly 
evident m E rin's beeps, although there were two examples ofher t h i n k i n g  and talking 
about a neighbor that she Ends to be particularly nosy. This was s till at a decreased 
Aequency as w ell as intensity conq>ared to Jerry's samples. Additionally, most o f Jerry's 
beeps, even those involving daily liA  types o f activities, had an overall negative tone to 
them. The m ^ r ity  o fE rin 's  beeps had a more neutral tone; however, she did experience 
negative valence at the third highest Aequency in  the sangle. Her Aequency o f negative 
valence was 22%, congared to 61% A r Jerry.
^\Tth regard to Arm , Erin was egeriencing Inner Speech 61% o f the time. 
Sensory Awareness was the A rm  that she reported eaqxriencing w ith the second greatest 
Aequency, which was 33%. This was Allowed by Feelings, Unsymbolized Thinking, 
and Images, which occurred 28%, 17%, and 11% o f the time respectively. E rin's 
cgtured moments o f iimer «gerience indicated no presence o f a negative cognitive triad, 
negative attribut Anal style, or ruminât An.
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A fter the sampling was completed, a brie f discussion occurred w ith Erin in  which 
she was asked to describe herself She described herself as am igbeat pa^on who doesn't 
let things get her down. This description is consistent w ith E rin's placement in  the low 
risk grotg as w ell as the minimal evidence o f negative thoughts or Aelings Aund through 
sampling.
Zow-JRwk Group
Jonathan was solidly placed m the iow-risk group by his scores on the ASQ-E.
He was the second A  west scoring male m the sangk. His score on the ASQ-E 184 (z = - 
1.5). His score on the SCL-90-R was also Aw at 35 (z = -.79). Both Jonathan's samples 
o f inner experience and his presentatAn during the interviews supported his placement m 
the low-risk group.
Jonathan experienced negative valence m 13% ofh is inner experience samples, 
which translated A  two instances o f negative valence out o f the EAeen moments o f inner 
egerience considered. The Erst o f these samples caught Jonathan hoping that the beeper 
was not going A  go ofTas he did not want to have A  eg ia in  to the people he was w ith 
why he was wearing a beeper. This was categorized as having a negative valence 
because o f the discoroArt Jonathan was feeling. This thought was r*)t m any speciEc 
words or images, but was m etghorically Eoating through the "back o fh is  kam ." The 
other moment that was characterized as having a negative valence Aund Jonathan w ith a 
Eiend who was looking through his sampling notepad and he was thinking that he did not 
want her A  be looking at it. This thought was not m words or images. He was also 
Aeling a m ild gprehensAn akng w ith the thought that he did not want her Aoking at the
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notebook because he A lt that it was messy and had spelling errors. It was noteworthy 
that these were the only two instances o f negative valence in  Jonathan's samples and both 
o f them involved the sangling process itse lf and his apprehension about others know ii^ 
what he was doing. He had no exangles o f negative attributional style, negative 
cognitive triad, or ruminât An.
Jonathan's other sangles included many daily liA  activities, such as reading an e- 
m ail Aom a Aiend and Aeling good that be has people m his liA  who genuinely care 
about him, talking A  his roommates about getting the air conditAning m their house 
Axed, ordering tickets A  an event and having a mental image o f him self and his Aiends at 
the event, and Aeling the cool air m his bouse. aAer the air cond itA ning was Axed while 
not having any worries and Aeling good.
W ith regard A  Arm , Jonathan egerienced no Inner Speech. He egerienced 
Images 20% o f the time, UnsymboAzed Thinking 67% o f the time. Feelings 27% o f the 
tim e, and Sensory Awareness 7% o f the time. Jonathan's Aequency o f Unsymbolized 
Thinking was much higher than the other partAipants m the stur^.
A  M e f discussAn took place w ith Jonathan aAer sangling was congleted A  
obtain his Aedback on the sangUng process as w ell as his placement m the Aw-risk 
group. He agreed w ith the Act that he was placed m Ae low -risk g ro ig  and his 
presentatAn conArmed this. Jonathan presented as an inA lligent, well-adjusted, 
generally cheerAil ind ividual He described him self as outgoing, good academically, 
wanting organizatAn, and religAus. W ith regard A  the samplin g process its e lf Jonathan 
stated that he had never really thought about Ins thinking style beAre so this was an 
interesting process A r him.
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AAnfm. Group
Monica A ll into the Aw-risk group based upon her scores on the ASQ-E, which 
ranked her as the Aurteenth A  west scoring Amale m the sample. Her score on the ASQ- 
E was 231 (z = -.76). Her score on the SCL-90-R was very Aw at 16 (z = -1.1).
However, despite her scores, Monica presented as someone who was at risk A r 
depressAn. W hile Monica demonstrated no evidence o f negative attributAnal style or 
ruminatAn, she was one o f only two individuals who had evidence o f negative cognitive 
triad, which she experienced 11% o f the time, and she experAnced negative valence w ith 
a Aequency o f 39%. Her Aequency o f negative valence was actually higher than both 
Freddy's and Laura's, both o f whom were placed m the high-risk group. In  some 
instances, Monica's evidence o f negative cognitive triad and negative valence 
overlgped. For exangle, one sangle caught Monica sitting m her room using her 
lapAp. She was Aeling bored, Anely, and useless at this time and A lt a sense o f 
heaviness m her body related A  this Aeling. This moment had both a negative 
connotation as w ell as an exenglar o f Monica having a negative view o f herself (Aeling 
useless), whAh is a core characteristA o f negative cognitive triad. Another sangle Aund 
Monica m a g o lf class staring at a ball on a mat and saying A  herself "I'm  never going A  
get th is." Again, this instance provided evidence o f both a negative cognitive triad and a 
negative valence. Other sangles that indicated negative valence included Monica 
wishing that her boyAiend had called while wanting A  be held m a way that would make 
her Ael saA, her Aeling Austrated because her Aiends had asked several times why she 
was wearing a beeper, and her Aeling gathetA  about one ofher classes.
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The m ajority o f Monica's other sangles were examples o f day to day activities, 
although A w  o f them had any e g lic itly  positive aspects. Many ofher moments were 
A irly  neutral, i f  somewhat 'b lank'. For exangle, during one sangle Monica was 
studying and looking at a page but not paying attention A  it. This sangle was 
acconganied by the physical sensations ofher head beginning A  hurt and a sense o f 
warmth in  her body. Another sangle Aund Monica noticing the coArs on a card she had 
received Aom her parents. There was a general sense o f hgpmess during this sangle, 
but at the precise moment o f the beep she was sing ly Acusing on the coArs. This 
sample was A lAwed by another wAere she was banging this card on the wall m her 
room. Although there was a general hg py Ane A  this moment, she was prim arily 
Acused on the urgleasant sensatAn o f stretching m her muscles as she hung the card. 
Thus, oAen even Monica's 'positive' moments had somewhat o f a negative tinge. This 
was a key piece o f the dichoAmy o f this partAipant, wAo had scores on the screenmg 
measures that suggested psychoAgAal health, but presented m a very difA rent manner.
W ith regard A  Arm , MonAa egerAnced no Images, Inner Speech at a Aequency 
o f 11%, Unsymbolized Thinking 33% o f the time, and Feeling and Sensory Awareness 
28% and 22% o f the time, regectively.
During the discussAn w ith MonAa at the conclusion o f the sampling, she 
indicated that she had been having difGcuhies w ith depression and that she was currently 
receiving counseling at the student counseling service. During a ll o f the sampling 
interviews Monica dig layed a subdued demeanor, speaking soAly and gpearing A  be 
m ild ly depressed. Thus it  gpears that Monica was misclassiGed by the questionnaires m 
that she was struggling w ith depression at the time o f sangling.
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DISCUSSION
Phase I  o f the study yielded mostly the egected results. The correlatAns 
indicated that the DepressAn, Anxiety, and Interpersonal Sensitivity Subscales o f the 
SCL-90-R were related as egected. Addit Anally, the egected results were obtained 
w ith regard A  the relatAnship between the SCL-90-R DepressAn Subscale, the ASQ-E, 
and the RSQ subscales. The correlatAns between these measures were quite high, 
particularly between the SCL-90-R DepressAn Subscale and the RuminatAn Subscale o f 
the RSQ, whAh leads A  the sugicA n that perhaps this measure is not really measuring a 
separate construct but is m some way directly measuring depressAn. In  other words, 
perhgs the construct o f rum inatAn is s ing ly an alternate way o f defming depressAn 
rather than a separate construct Another possibility is that the deAnitAns o f these 
constructs are not clearly difkrentiated enough Aom the deAnition o f depression, and 
thus. And themselves A  questAns sim ilar A  those used A  assess depressAn. For 
example, the RuminatAn Subscale o f the RSQ asks questAns regarding how Aequently 
someone copes w ith a negative mood through "thinking about how aAne you k e f"  
"thinking about your kehngs o f fatigue and achiness," and "thinking about how hard it is 
A r you A  concentrate." These items do not d ifk r signiAcantly Aom those on the 
DepressAn Subscale o f the SCL-90-R, which include how Aequently an individual was
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distressed by "soreness o f your muscles," "trouble concentrating," and "feeling Anely" in 
the last seven days.
Finally, in Phase I, the only hypothesis that was not supported involved the 
relatAnship between the Rumination, Problem Solving, and D istractAn Subscales o f the 
RSQ. It was egected that a signiGcant, negative correlatAn would be Aund between the 
RuminatAn Subscale and the Problem Solving Subscale as w ell as between the 
RuminatAn Subscale and the DistractAn Subscale. These correlatAns were neither 
s i g n i f i c a n t  nor A  the egect direct An.
Based upon these data, the support obtained here A r the RuminatAn Theory o f 
Depression was mixed. As stated above, the RuminatAn Subscale o f the RSQ correlated 
strongly w ith the DepressAn SubscaA o f the SCL-90-R However, the meaning o f this 
correlatAn is unclear given the substantial overlap m the nature o f the items on these two 
scales. Furthermore, this theory o f depressAn indicates that individuals having a 
Problem Solving or DistractAn coping style are at a decreased risk A r depressAn, vA ich 
implies rKgative correlatAns that were not Aund. In  the future, it would be mteresting to 
examme whether Ae RSQ ruminatAn scale predicts future depression better than past 
depressAn scores. This would help answer the question o f the extent A  whAh these 
things are separable and the extent A  whAh the RSQ provides addrtAnal inArm atAn 
beyond current Avel o f depression.
As Phase II o f the study was much more egA raA ry m nature, it is worth 
commenting on what conclusAns can be drawn Aom it. The most striking outcome o f 
Phase n  was that was a high level o f discordance between risk as determined by the 
ASQ-E and risk as assessed via the DES and clin ical interviews. Two o f the three
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individuals labeled as being at a high-risk A r depressAn based upon ASQ-E did not 
appear A  be at an increased risk based upon clinical impressAns during intervAws. 
S im ilarly, most o f the depression related constructs that were coded A r were notably 
absent Aom two o f the three individuals judged A  be high-risk based on the ASQ-E. 
Addit Anally, one individual determined A  be at a low-risk A r depressAn based upon the 
ASQ-E not only gpeared A  be at risk A r depressAn based upon clin ical ingressAns 
generated during interviewing and the presence o f m ultiple depressAn related constructs, 
she was actually receiving treatment A r depressAn. Although this discrepancy m "risk 
judgment" was cafa in ly striking, the reasons A r it are unclear. It may be that the ASQ-E 
is not congleA ly accuraA m assessing risk A r depressAn. One reason A r this may be 
the exclusAn ofthe open-ended questAn when scoring the measure.
The overall ingressAns o f the researchers were that two o f the six individuals 
were actually at a greater risk A r depressAn while the other A ur demonstrated little  A  no 
evidence o f such a risk. When looking at these two individuals, Jerry and Monica, 
congared A  the rest o f the sangle utilized m Phase II  there were clear difkrences m the 
inner egaience o f these two individuals. For exangle, both Jerry and Monica had 
evidence o f a negative cognitive triad m their sangles, vshile none o f the other 
individuals m the study did. AdditAnally, Jerry provided the only example o f negative 
attributAnal style Aund m the sangle. Jerry and Monica had examples o f negative 
valence m their sangles w ith the greatest Aequency, 61% and 39%, respectively.
Finally, both o f these individuals had a more depressed A el A  them as determined by the 
clinical Agressions o fthe researchers during interviewing.
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In  contrast, the other A nr individuals who part Aipated m Phase II o f the study 
had no evidence o f negative cognitive triad or negative attributAnal style. Although a ll 
partAipants egerienced some degree o f negative valence m their sangles, a ll ofthe other 
partAipants egerienced this phenomenon at a Awer rate than Jerry and Monica, w ith a 
range o f 13% A  22% and an average o f 18.5%. Furthermore, the negative valence 
experienced by these A ur partAipants was often m response A  a Austrating, 
disappointing, or anger-inducing liA  event where the negative valence seemed A  be 
reasonable. W hile m some cases this also applied A  Jerry and MonAa, they egerienced 
negative valence at an increased frequency and m response tp events that were not as 
universally negative as the other A ur partAipants. These results provide some support 
A r the idea that perhgs commonly used questAnnaires are not the best possible 
methodoAgy A r assessing and diagnosing depressAn. The results o f DES seem A  have 
provided a clearer picture o f what the experience o f these individuals actually is like, and 
m many instances it appeared A  contradict the results o f the questAnnaires administered. 
However, the sangk size o f this study was too srnall A  make a defn itive statement about 
these results. It would be useful m the future A  replicate this study w ith a larger sample 
size m order A  further this hypothesis that questionnaires are not as accuraA or efkctive 
m the diagnosis o f depressAn.
Given the small sample size it is difG cult A  determme i f  there are any meaningful 
relat Anships between dgressAn or risk A r depressAn and the Arm  o f inner egerience 
m this sangle. Jerry and MonAa, the two partAipants judged A  be the most dgression- 
prone experienced infrequent Images (5.5% versus an average o f 31.25% A r the other
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participants) and levels o f Sensory Awareness that were generally higher than the others 
in  the sample (27.5% versus 7.25%).
In  conclusion, it cannot be deGnitively determined which constructs must be 
present A r an individual A  be at an increased risk A r depressAn. The results presented 
here may mdicate that simply the presence o f mcreased negativity, w ithout regard A  any 
particular aspect o f one's liA , could be a risk Actor A r depression as both o f the 
individuals who seemed A  be at the greatest risk A r depression also had the highest 
levels o f negative constructs m the sangle. It is unclear i f  the other depressAn-related 
constructs examined add A  our understanding o f or our ab ility A  predict dgressAn. 
W ithregardA tbe A rm  ofinner experience, some patterns did emerge whAh should be 
expAred Anther m Ature studies.
Due A  the egA raA ry nature o f this study, there were m ultiple lim itatAns. One 
major lim itatA n is that although the methodoAgy behind many questionnaire-style 
assessments is Gawed as described earlier m this study, they are currently the only means 
o f categorizing mdividuals as being at a high- or Aw-risk A r depression. Thus, although 
Descriptive EgerAnce Sampling provides much more insight the inner world o f 
partAipants and may alter the conclusAns that were drawn Aom the questAnnaires, the 
A ct s till remains that the questAimaires, however Gawed, must be utilized as a screening 
measure. This is not A  say that DES is w ithout lim itatAns as w e ll The very nature o f 
the process is va y  labor intensive A r both partAgants and researchers, whAh m this 
study lim ited sangle size signiGcantly A r Phase II  o f the study. The labor intensive 
nature o f DES also lim ited the number o f sangling days that took place, W iich also 
resulted m a possAle Ass o f data. Another lim itations o f DES as a method is the
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possibility that these constructs do not occur w ith great Aequency and thus could be 
missed by using this method. Additionally, there is great reliance on the honesty o f the 
subjects, which presents a problem in that this method does not assess whether subjects 
are being honest or not, but simply takes their reports at Ace value. Another potential 
critA ism  o f this study is that the categorizat Ans o f the depressAn-related constructs A r 
each sample were too strict. For exangle, we coded Negative Valence as occurring m a 
sangle only when both raters agreed that the partAular sangle e g lic itly  met our 
deGnitAn o f NegaGve Valence. Is it  possAle that Negative Valence might be occurring 
at some im p lic it level that was missed by our explicit categorizatAn? To combat this 
potential critA ism , we re-analyzed a ll the sangles using a deGnitAn o f Negative Valence 
that included either e g lA it or impGcit negativity. Our intent m this recategorization was 
A  "Awer the bar" on our categorizatAns. I f  our original categorizatAn might have been 
too strict, le t's now create a categorizatAn that might be too Aose, A  seethe extent A  
which the categorizatAn strategy itse lf m ight a fkc t our conclusAns.
For exangle, the A lA w ing sangle was ngt coded as (e g lic it) Negative Valence 
m our original coding, but was coded as (im p lic it or e g lA it) Negative Valence vAen we 
recoded the samples: Monica was digging through her backpack trying A  Gnd her student 
ID . She was saying A  herself m her head, "Where is it? " A t the same time, she was 
Aelmg somewhat overwhelmed and conGised. This was acconganied by Aeling warm 
a ll over, but particularly m her head, and sweating.
The result o f this re-analysis was that 10 moments not prevAusly categorized as 
(e g lic it) Negative Valence would now be categorized as (inghcit or e g lic it) Negative 
Valence. The impact o fth is  recodn% was small, as can be seen most clearly m the
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Negative Valence row o f Table 1. The Negative Valences A r each participant using the 
e g lic it criteria were 61%, 17%, 22%, 22%, 13%, and 39%, as was originally presented 
in  Table 1. AAer classifying the data using the im p lic it-o r-e g lic it deGnitAn o f Negative 
Valence, this row would read as A lAw s: 72%, 17%, 39%, 28%, 27%, and 50%. 
Although there was an increase A r nearly every mdividual, this mcrease was not very 
signiGcant. This implies that whether an e g lic it or im plicit deGnitAn o f negativity is 
used, negativity is s ing ly  not occurring w ith high frequency m our sangle. Lastly, a 
Gnal lim itation o f this study was that only two researchers coded the sangles A r the 
presence or absence o f depressAn related constructs as well as A r the Arm  o f the inner 
egerience. It would have been useAl to have m ultgle coders, preArably who were 
blind A  the purpose o f the study, conduct this portion o f the research and A  conduct 
subsequent re liab ility  checks.
There is room A r much Giture research m this area that could cla rify some ofthe 
questAns AA unanswered here. Some potential studies that could deveAp based upon 
the method utilized and results obtained m this study include having muAiple blind raters 
rate the valence o f each sample, having the partAipants raA their moments m terms o f 
valence and congaring these ratings A  those o f blind researchers, repeating the study 
w ith an increased sample size m Phase II, and conducting more sampling days and 
interviews to obtam a better understanding o f the partAipants m Phase II.
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